
MARX IN SOHO TOUR FAQ 
 
WHAT DOES IT COST? 
  

For College Productions. 
Your cost to present MARX IN SOHO is based simply on your ability to pay. Please know from the start - I will 
perform the play regardless of the final amount of money you are able to raise. Typically we ask an honoraria of 
$2000.00 . Often various academic departments and students organizations chip in to fund the show, making it easy to 
afford. From this honorarium I cover all my expenses, travel, lodging and all fees.  This format simplifies paperwork. 
Some institutions are able to provide more funds, other less...whatever you can provide will be much appreciated and 
helps me continue my work.... the bottom line for me: Choose a date, reserve a venue, bring out your students and I'll 
be there! 
 
For Theatre Companies. 
We can work out the details ...usually we will split the door with you. 
 
Peace,Justice and Civic organizations. 
We can provide free/low cost performances to help you raise funds and raise awareness of the important work you do... 
Lets talk. 

   
WHEN ARE YOU AVAILABLE? 
  

The play is available year round. Contact us with your ideal dates for a performance. Check the Marx schedule page for 
booked dates near your location. 

  
WHAT ARE THE VENUE AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS? 

  
 The play is easy to stage and quite inexpensive compared to average theatrical events. It requires that you provide only 
a small table, 2 sturdy chairs, and an audience.  We have performed it for intimate groups of 30 in coffee shops and all 
the way up to crowds of 1000 in lecture halls and theatre spaces.  
 A theatre venue is ideal as some theatrical lighting and sound are nice but it is not necessary. 
There is a tech document with specifics about cues and set in the menu on the main Marx in Soho web page along 
with a link to a pdf of the pertinent script pages with cues. 

  
WHAT KIND OF EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT IS AVAILABLE? 
  

On our website you can find study guides, dramaturgical guides, reading lists and links to various web pages.  There is 
also a poster and playbill materials for marketing and audience convenience. All are available in easily printed PDF 
files from our website or via e-mail. 
In addition, we have produced a DVD for educational support, this DVD includes scenes from the play, study 
questions, an interview with Bob Weick and a Talk back about the play with playwright and historian Howard Zinn. 
One copy of this DVD is provides to the venue or client. 
 

 DO YOU PROVIDE "TALKBACKS"? 
 

 We are happy to participate in Q and A with students, the general public and the media but want to be clear that we 
are an acting company and not Historians or so called "experts" on Marx and his philosophy in the typical sense.  We 
would however be happy to share our motivations, experiences and opinions, such as they are, as theatre professionals 
and as concerned citizens, for the benefit of healthy, investigative dialogue on the important issues raised in MARX IN 
SOHO. 
 

HOW LONG IS THE SHOW?             APPROXIMATE RUNNING TIME IS 60- 70 MINUTES. 


